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Emergent Communication

• Emergent communication is the study of how agents learn to utilise their 
communication channel to convey information to solve a task. 

• Historically, most literature has focussed on token-based communication (e.g. 
modelling written language).
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• Historically, most literature has focussed on token-based communication (e.g. 
modelling written language).


• Referential games are often used as a playground.
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Referential Communication Games

A Referential Game*: Alice must communicate to Bob which image she has (Bob 
has that image, plus many distractors). Communication is one-way only. Alice 
knows nothing about the distractors Bob has (they could all be white boats!). 

A Brown Horse

* David K. Lewis. Convention: A Philosophical Study. Wiley-Blackwell, 1969.
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• Emergent communication is the study of how agents learn to utilise their 
communication channel to convey information to solve a task. 

• Historically, most literature has focussed on token-based communication (e.g. 
modelling written language).


• Referential games are often used as a playground.


• We seek to instead look at visual  
communication channels in  
referential games.

Emergent Communication
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Emergent Communication
Challenges and Questions (I)

• Understanding “what” is being communicated is hard. 

• Could a constrained visual communication channel be more 
interpretable?
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Emergent Communication
Challenges and Questions (II)

• Training of agents is sensitive to “hashing” solutions whereby communication 
is achieved in a way that relies on non-semantic features, or features that a 
human wouldn’t or couldn’t use.


• What inductive biases in the model and during training are needed to 
stop this happening?
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Emergent Communication
Challenges and Questions (III)

• Can we achieve successful Agent-Human communication with a model 
trained with inter-Agent self-supervised learning?
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A model for learning to 
communicate by drawing
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A model for learning to communicate by drawing
The Game Environment

Objective is for 
receiver to correctly 
guess sender’s image 
amongst distractors.
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A model for learning to communicate by drawing
The Game Environment

Three game variants: 


Original: receiver’s images 
are 99 randomly sampled 
distractors + target


Object-Oriented: 
receiver’s images are from 
different classes. 


In same target matches 
sender. 


In different target 
matches class of 
sender’s image.
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A model for learning to communicate by drawing
The Agents’ Architecture: Overview
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Agents consist of a visual 
system plus a task-
specific module.
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A model for learning to communicate by drawing
The Agents’ Architecture: Visual System
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The visual system is a VGG16 with 
fixed pretrained weights from 
ImageNet or StylizedImageNet 
followed by a learned linear 
projection.
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A model for learning to communicate by drawing
The Agents’ Architecture: Sender agent
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The sender agent encodes 
the input with the visual 
system and predicts the 
start and end points of a 
set of lines and renders 
these into an image.

We developed a differentiable rasteriser* that allows gradients to flow between 
the resultant raster and the line parameters.

* Daniela Mihai and Jonathon Hare. "Differentiable Drawing and Sketching." arXiv preprint arXiv:2103.16194 (2021).
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A model for learning to communicate by drawing
The Agents’ Architecture: Receiver agent
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The receiver agent 
encodes each of its 
inputs with the visual 
system, and projects 
them into a learned space 
of features with an MLP.
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A model for learning to communicate by drawing
The Agents’ Architecture: Receiver agent
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The agent uses the inner 
product between the 
sketch feature and each 
image feature to compute 
a score for each image.
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A model for learning to communicate by drawing
Training
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A multiclass hinge loss* is 
used with a gradient-based 
optimiser (Adam) to learn 
the parameters of both 
agents.


* Other losses available: cross-
entropy works well too
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A model for learning to communicate by drawing
Making the sender’s sketches more perceptually relevant
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Perceptual Loss

The sketches created by the 
sender will often look random.


Incorporating a perceptual 
loss will be shown to help. 
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A model for learning to communicate by drawing
Making the sender’s sketches more perceptually relevant
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We experiment with a simple*  
perceptual loss computed across the 
layers of internal representation of the 
VGG16-based visual system.

* Inspired by: Richard Zhang, Phillip Isola, Alexei A. Efros, Eli Shechtman, and Oliver Wang. "The unreasonable effectiveness of deep 
features as a perceptual metric." In Proceedings of the IEEE conference on computer vision and pattern recognition, pp. 586-595. 2018.
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Experiments
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Experiments
Can our agents communicate between themselves?

Table 1: Communication success rate and example sketches produced by the agents in order
to achieve the game objective in various setups and with different losses. Sample input images
seen by the sender (the left column) are described as the sketches in the second and third column.
Although successful communication seems to be achieved in all setups, the addition of the perceptual
loss significantly improves human interpretability of the drawings. Examples are from STL-10.

lgame lgame + lperceptual

Original game 71.8% (±6.1) 69.57% (±2.6)

OO-game same 95.46% (±0.6) 96.04% (±0.5)

OO-game different 82.72% (±0.8) 81.09% (±0.6)

We explore the game setups described in Section 3.1 and train our agents to play the games using
96⇥ 96 photographs from the STL-10 dataset [5]. For the original game we use 99 distractors. For
the object-oriented games, due to the dataset only having 10 classes, we are limited to 9 distractors.

In Table 1, we show quantitative and qualitative results of the visual communication game played
under the three different configurations. The results demonstrate that it is possible for agents to
successfully play this type of image referential game by learning to draw. One can observe that
although agents achieve a high communication success rate, using only the lgame loss leads to the
emergence of a communication protocol that is indecipherable to a human. However, the addition
of the perceptual loss, motivated in Section 3.4, significantly improves the interpretability of the
communication channel at almost no cost in the actual communication success rate.

One interesting observation is that although the sketches for some of the classes have greatly improved
when incorporating the perceptual loss, for photographs of animals or birds, the sketches are not
particularly representative of the class instance or distinguishable for the human eye. In the following
sections we explore the model to try to better understand what factors affect the drawings that are
produced.

4.2 What effect does weighting the perceptual loss have on the sketches?

Next, we explore the effect of manually weighting the perceptual loss. More precisely, we look at
what happens when the perceptual loss is applied to the features maps from just one layer of the
backbone network. As previously mentioned in Section 3.2, the feature maps are extracted using a
VGG16 CNN up to ReLU5_3 layer. For example, we can discard all feature maps except those from
the first layer by weighting the perceptual loss by [1, 0, 0, 0, 0]. The effect of the different weights,
which allow only one block of feature maps to be used for drawing the sketch, is illustrated in Table 2.
We apply these constraints in two setups, the original and the OO-game different. In both cases, the
drawings are unrecognisable if the perceptual loss takes into account only the first or the second block
of feature maps. Blocks 3 through 5 seem to provide increasing structure under both game setups. It is
worth noticing that, similar to the results shown in Section 4.1, the communication success rate in the
original setup is always lower than that from the OO-game different setup. Overall, the information
provided by individual layers in the visual extractor network is enough for the agents to develop a
visual communication strategy that can be used to play the game. For humans, however, the later
layers contribute the most to the emergence of a communication protocol that we can understand.

7

STL-10 images, 20 lines per sketch
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Experiments
Can our agents communicate between themselves?
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Experiments
Can our agents communicate between themselves?

Table 1: Communication success rate and example sketches produced by the agents in order
to achieve the game objective in various setups and with different losses. Sample input images
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Experiments
Can our sender agent communicate with a Human receiver?

Human participants played 30 games in 5 
different settings.


In total we recorded 1800 games.
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Experiments
Can our sender agent communicate with a Human receiver?

Table 5: Human Evaluation results, no learning allowed.
Agent Human Human

Game Loss Lines comm. rate comm. rate class comm. rate

original l = lgame 20 100% 8.3% (±5.4) 15.0% (±2.5)
original l = lgame + lperceptual 20 93.3% 38.3% (±2.5) 55.6% (±7.1)
original l = lgame + lperceptual 50 100% 37.2% (±5.9) 47.8% (±7.4)
oo diff l = lgame + lperceptual 20 83.3% 23.9% (±6.2) 23.9% (±6.2)
oo diff l = lgame + lperceptual 50 90.0% 38.9% (±9.9) 38.9% (±9.9)

Table 6: Human Evaluation results, learning allowed from feedback.
Agent Human Human

Game Loss Lines comm. rate comm. rate class comm. rate

original l = lgame 20 100% 13.9% (±3.0) 20.0% (±5.1)
original l = lgame + lperceptual 20 93.3% 37.8% (±7.4) 54.4% (±7.9)
original l = lgame + lperceptual 50 100% 42.8% (±7.6) 52.2% (±3.7)
oo diff l = lgame + lperceptual 20 83.3% 32.2% (±10.5) 32.2% (±10.5)
oo diff l = lgame + lperceptual 50 90.0% 41.7% (±12.9) 41.7% (±12.9)

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have demonstrated that it is possible to develop and study an emergent communication system
between agents where the communication channel is visual. Further, we have shown that a simple
addition to the loss function (that is motivated by biological observations) can be used to produce
messages between the agents that are directly interpretable by humans.

The immediate next steps in this line of work are quite clear. It is evident from our experiments
that the incorporation of the perceptual loss dramatically helps produce more interpretable images.
One big question to explore in the future is to what extent this is influenced by the original training
biases of the backbone network — are these drawings produced as a result of the original labels of
the ImageNet training data, or are they in some way more generic than that? We plan to address this
by exploring what happens if the weights of the backbone are replaced with ones learned through
a self-supervised learning approach like Barlow twins [39]. We would also like to explore what
happens if the agents’ visual systems had independent weights.

Going further, as previously mentioned, learning a perceptual loss would be a good direction to
explore, but perhaps this should also be coupled with a top-down attention mechanism based on the
latent representation of the input. An open question from doing this would be to ask if this allows for
a richer variation in drawing, and for features to be exaggerated as in the case of a caricature. Such an
extension could also be coupled with a much richer approach to drawing, with variable numbers of
strokes, which are not necessarily constrained to being straight lines. Coupling feedback or attention
into the drawing mechanism itself could also prove to be a worthy endeavour.

We hope that this work lays the groundwork for more study in this space. Fundamentally our desire
is that it provides the foundations for exploring how different types of drawing and communication —
from primitive drawings through to pictograms, to ideograms and ultimately to writing — emerges
between artificial agents under differing environmental and internal constraints and pressures. Unlike
other work that ‘generates’ images, we explicitly focus on learning to capture intent in our drawings.
We recognise however that our work may have broader implications beyond just understanding how
communication evolves. Could for example in the future we see a sketching agent replace a trained
illustrator? The creation of messages for communication inherently involves elements of individual
creative expression and adaption to the emotive environment of both the sender and receiver of the
message. Our current models are clearly incapable of this, but such innovations will happen in the
future. When they do we need to be prepared for the surrounding ethical debate and discussions about
what constitutes ‘art’. This has already been seen in the domain of robot art in which Pix18 [27] is a
trailblazer as it is not only a robot that paints oil on canvas but can also conceive its own art subject
with minimal human intervention.

10
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Experiments
Can our sender agent communicate with a Human receiver?
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have demonstrated that it is possible to develop and study an emergent communication system
between agents where the communication channel is visual. Further, we have shown that a simple
addition to the loss function (that is motivated by biological observations) can be used to produce
messages between the agents that are directly interpretable by humans.

The immediate next steps in this line of work are quite clear. It is evident from our experiments
that the incorporation of the perceptual loss dramatically helps produce more interpretable images.
One big question to explore in the future is to what extent this is influenced by the original training
biases of the backbone network — are these drawings produced as a result of the original labels of
the ImageNet training data, or are they in some way more generic than that? We plan to address this
by exploring what happens if the weights of the backbone are replaced with ones learned through
a self-supervised learning approach like Barlow twins [39]. We would also like to explore what
happens if the agents’ visual systems had independent weights.

Going further, as previously mentioned, learning a perceptual loss would be a good direction to
explore, but perhaps this should also be coupled with a top-down attention mechanism based on the
latent representation of the input. An open question from doing this would be to ask if this allows for
a richer variation in drawing, and for features to be exaggerated as in the case of a caricature. Such an
extension could also be coupled with a much richer approach to drawing, with variable numbers of
strokes, which are not necessarily constrained to being straight lines. Coupling feedback or attention
into the drawing mechanism itself could also prove to be a worthy endeavour.

We hope that this work lays the groundwork for more study in this space. Fundamentally our desire
is that it provides the foundations for exploring how different types of drawing and communication —
from primitive drawings through to pictograms, to ideograms and ultimately to writing — emerges
between artificial agents under differing environmental and internal constraints and pressures. Unlike
other work that ‘generates’ images, we explicitly focus on learning to capture intent in our drawings.
We recognise however that our work may have broader implications beyond just understanding how
communication evolves. Could for example in the future we see a sketching agent replace a trained
illustrator? The creation of messages for communication inherently involves elements of individual
creative expression and adaption to the emotive environment of both the sender and receiver of the
message. Our current models are clearly incapable of this, but such innovations will happen in the
future. When they do we need to be prepared for the surrounding ethical debate and discussions about
what constitutes ‘art’. This has already been seen in the domain of robot art in which Pix18 [27] is a
trailblazer as it is not only a robot that paints oil on canvas but can also conceive its own art subject
with minimal human intervention.
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Experiments
Can our sender agent communicate with a Human receiver?

Table 5: Human Evaluation results, no learning allowed.
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extension could also be coupled with a much richer approach to drawing, with variable numbers of
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We hope that this work lays the groundwork for more study in this space. Fundamentally our desire
is that it provides the foundations for exploring how different types of drawing and communication —
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Experiments
How does a shape-bias change the sketches?

Table 4: The effect on the communication protocol of using a VGG16 feature extractor network
pretrained on datasets that have texture (ImageNet) or shape (Stylized-ImageNet [13]) bias.
Examples are from agents trained using the original game with Caltech-101 data. The shape-biased
sketches are better at capturing the overall object form, particularly for things like faces.

ImageNet weights Stylized-ImageNet weights

78.46% (±2.0) 77.09% (±1.9)

ImageNet
weights
(99.4%)

Stylized
weights
(99.6%)

Figure 3: Sketches from original variant games using the CelebA dataset with perceptual loss
and different biases from backbone weights. Both the texture-biased (ImageNet) and shape-biased
(Stylized-ImageNet) settings exhibit near-perfect communication success, but the shape-biased
sketches are considerably more interpretable and show visual variations correlated with the photos.

improve the agent’s performance in playing the game, but produces more meaningful drawings.
By using the VGG16 weights pretrained on Stylized-ImageNet [13], the communication protocol
also becomes more faithful to the actual shape of the objects. A shape-based sketch is much more
interpretable to humans, as it has been known for a long time that shape is the most important cue for
human object recognition [23]. Further results from this experiment can be found in Appendix E.

4.6 Do the models learn to pick out salient features?

From the results we have presented so far, it is evident that, particularly with the perceptual loss, the
sender agent is able to broadly draw pictures of particular classes of object. The high communication
rates in the original game setting would also suggest that the drawings can capture something specific
about the target images that allow them to be identified amongst the distractors. To further analyse
what is being captured by the models we train the agents in the original game setting (using both
normal and stylized backbone weights) with images from the CelebA dataset [28], which we take
the maximal square centre-crop and resize to 112px. As this dataset contains only images of faces,
messages between the agents will have to capture much more subtle information to distinguish the
target from the distractors. Results are shown in Figure 3; the communication rate is near perfect
for both models, but the difference between the texture-biased and shape-biased models is striking.
There is subtle variation in the texture biased model’s sketches which broadly seems to capture the
head pose, but the overall structure of the sketches is similar. In the shape-biased model head pose
is evident from the sketches, but so are other salient features like hairstyle and (see Appendix G)
head-wear and glasses.

4.7 Do agents learn to draw in a fashion that humans can interpret?

Human evaluation experiment to be added and discussion and more support on the claim that
the agents learn to draw "in a fashion humans can interpret" if that’s the case
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Experiments
Other experiments

• In the paper we also ask:


• How does model capacity influence the communication channel?


• Does the object-oriented setup make sketches more recognisable as the 
type of object?


• How does weighting the perceptual loss change the sketches?


• Do the models learn to pick out salient features?
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Summary and Conclusions
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Summary and Conclusions

• We have demonstrated that:


• It is possible to build agents that successfully learn to communicate through 
sketches.


• We can train the agents through self-play using end-to-end gradient-based 
optimisation. 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Summary and Conclusions

• We have demonstrated that:


• It is possible to build agents that successfully learn to communicate through 
sketches.


• We can train the agents through self-play using end-to-end gradient-based 
optimisation.


• Appropriate inductive biases can be added during training which encourage the 
agents to communicate in a visibly more interpretable manner.


• Further, through a study with human participants we have demonstrated that it is 
possible for a trained sketching agent to successfully communicate with humans.
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Summary and Conclusions
What next?

• Improved drawing (curves, shapes, etc.).


• Improved models: Could a more advanced visual system be incorporated?


• Improved understanding: explore what groups of strokes “mean”, explore if 
the sketches produced could be considered to be “compositional”.
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Thank you for listening!


